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TAKING ON CLIMATE CHANGE, pg. 16
Four eyewitnesses to change tell of the impacts
they are seeing in their diverse fields. A sweeping
six-year study analyzes the future of Tennessee’s
water resources and the steps needed today
to prepare. The effects of livestock on global
climate change are indeed complicated.
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edited by Margeaux Emery

A Word From Tim Cross
GREETINGS FROM THE UTIA SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT AND SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR

I

t goes without saying that 2020 has been a year of unprecedented
challenges and change. We are facing a global pandemic of a
magnitude that hasn’t been seen in a century, changing our way
of life in ways we could not have imagined. We are seeing the
continued scientific evidence that our earth is experiencing record
change in climate. And we are witnessing changes from a societal
perspective, primarily in how we view race relations in this country
and around the world.
Change is not new to agriculture. For centuries farmers have had
to adapt to weather patterns, as well as adapt to new technologies
and processes. However, changes that we see today in ozone
levels and greenhouse gases are affecting agriculture and natural
resources dependent on specific climate conditions at a much more
rapid pace. Shifting weather patterns can cause habitat ranges of
pests and diseases, as well as those of wildlife, to shift, and they
also drive changes in planting dates and management of crops.
Droughts and floods driven by climate change pose threats to the
farming practices that affect our food supply.
At the UT Institute of Agriculture, we are focused on helping
farmers and producers adapt to change. Developments by our researchers, such as no-till farming and watershed management, are
helping improve issues of soil erosion and water quality. Our faculty
are also studying the trajectory and impact of shifting patterns of
rainfall, drought, and temperatures right here in Tennessee to understand the potential impacts on farming practices. In this issue,
we showcase some of the actions we are taking to adapt to these
changes and finding solutions to mitigate impacts on agriculture
and the environment.

Just as agriculture finds ways to adapt to change, we as a society are
also realizing we must address the impacts of a climate that creates
racial injustice and change how we approach this often difficult
conversation. We all witnessed the outpouring of anger and sadness
over the killing of George Floyd, which opened doors to a much
broader discussion of race relations.
As you will learn, UTIA will be giving diversity, equity, inclusion,
and systemic racism much greater attention. We established an
Institute-wide council and are hiring a leader to guide us through
these difficult issues and ensure we make meaningful changes. Our
goal is to not give lip service to racial justice, but instead to commit
ourselves to ongoing change.
Our climates, both natural and societal, are key to our collective
survival. How we address the challenges of today will determine
how we live tomorrow. My hope is that we enlist the volunteer spirit
that has defined us as Tennesseans for so many decades to help
discover ways to make this a better world for all.
All my best,

TIM L. CROSS
UTIA Senior Vice President
and Senior Vice Chancellor

Follow me on Twitter!
@UTIA_SVP
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UT Named Innovation and Economic Prosperity University
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, in
collaboration with the UT Institute of Agriculture has earned national recognition
as an Innovation and Economic Prosperity
University. This designation acknowledges the exceptional ways UT cultivates
community engagement, economic growth,
and workforce development across the state
of Tennessee and beyond.
Public universities have a vital role to fill
in the creation of resilient communities
and healthy economies. The Association of
Public and Land-grant Universities (APLU)
established the program to identify and
further equip leading institutions that
embrace this role through public- and
private-sector partnerships.

UT is one of only three universities to earn
this designation in 2020.
To be considered for recognition, UT
completed a multiyear comprehensive
self-assessment to identify existing
strengths and areas for improvement in
economic and community engagement. A
cross-functional task force co-chaired by
UT Knoxville and UT Institute of Agriculture administrators gathered data and perspectives from UT faculty, staff, Extension
agents, and students as well as community,
nonprofit, and business leaders.
“As a land-grant university, our mission
goes beyond educating students and conducting research and Extension programs,”

Tim Cross, senior vice president and
senior vice chancellor of UTIA, and Donde
Plowman, UT Knoxville chancellor, show a
plaque from the Association of Public and
Land-grant Universities identifying UT’s new
designation.

says Tim Cross, senior vice president
and senior vice chancellor of UTIA. “We
recognize that we are also here to improve
lives across the state by advancing the
economies in our local communities. That’s
why this designation is so exciting—it
means we’ll grow as a university and
increase our impact on economic and
community development, improving our
state and country.”

FALL/WINTER 2020
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CLAUDIA KIRK

INDIA LANE

New Faces in Leadership
IN 4-H

JUSTIN CROWE

SCOTT STEWART

For years, Justin Crowe has been among
Tennessee 4-H’s most enthusiastic
and passionate advocates. In June he
began service as director and statewide
program leader of Tennessee 4-H Youth
Development.
Crowe has been active in 4-H programs
since his youth and even launched his
career with the program in Davidson
County, where he engaged urban youth in
hands-on learning. Since 2003, Crowe has
received more than $5.2 million in funding
to support Tennessee 4-H youth programs.
IN THE COLLEGE OF
VETERINARY MEDICINE
India Lane started this fall as the College’s
new associate dean of academics. In addition to being a veterinary internal medicine specialist, she also holds a doctorate
in educational leadership. Lane previously
served as director of educational enhancement in the College and worked for seven
years in the UT System Office of Academic
Affairs and Student Success, most recently
as interim vice president, and returned to
the veterinary college in 2018.

CHRIS CLARK
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DAVID ANDERSON

STEPHEN KANIA

Claudia Kirk previously served as associate dean and has returned to a faculty role
in the Department of Small Animal Clinical
Sciences. A specialist in both veterinary
internal medicine and nutrition, Kirk will
lead a College initiative focused on feline
health care. Her areas of professional
interest concerns the nutritional interaction with disease with special interests in
obesity, feline diabetes, and feline lower
urinary tract disease.
Last spring, the College named David
Anderson as its new associate dean for
research and graduate studies. Anderson
previously served as head of the College’s
Department of Large Animal Clinical
Sciences for eight years. His research
interests include surgery, pain management, biomaterials, and translational
regenerative medicine.
Stephen Kania, professor and director of
the immunology service laboratory in the
Department of Biomedical and Diagnostic
Sciences, has been named assistant
dean of research and graduate studies in
the College. As director of the UTCVM
Comparative and Experimental Medicine
Graduate Program, Kania has overseen a
revitalization of the program and initiated
changes that included the addition of
DVM/PhD and concurrent master’s/PhD
options.

IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURAL AND
RESOURCE ECONOMICS
Chris Clark began work in April as head
of the Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics. Clark joined UTIA
in 2002 and has been recognized for his
excellence in teaching, research, and
service multiple times. He helped lead the
Institute-wide development of the strategic
plan that guides UTIA’s operations. Clark
succeeds colleague Kim Jensen, who served
as interim head during the transition and,
before her, longtime department head
Delton Gerloff, who retired.
AT THE WEST TENNESSEE
AGRESEARCH AND
EDUCATION CENTER
Across the state in Jackson, UT Extension
entomology specialist and professor Scott
Stewart has succeeded Bob Hayes as
director of the West Tennessee AgResearch
and Education Center. Hayes was one of the
first leaders in teaching no-till and made
numerous contributions across his career.
You can read about them in a tribute
published by the Delta Farm Press at tiny.
utk.edu/Hayes.

FALL/WINTER 2020
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Advancing Diversity
and Inclusion

Construction on the
Institute Campus
On UTIA’s Knoxville campus, construction
has begun on a Teaching and Learning
Center that will expand the capabilities
of the UT College of Veterinary Medicine.
Located on Joe Johnson Drive beside the
College complex, the building is made
possible by the State of Tennessee and
philanthropic gifts from John and Ann
Tickle. The facility will house the College’s

A socially distant kickoff celebrated the
start of work on UTCVM’s upcoming
Teaching and Learning Center.

Clinical Skills Simulation Lab, a 130-seat
central lecture hall, new teaching laboratory classrooms, informal group study
areas, and an integration with Pendergrass
Library. An informal and socially distant
groundbreaking took place in October.
Plans are to hold a larger celebration
upon the building’s completion, which is
targeted for early 2022.
Elsewhere on campus, faculty and staff will
relocate from the Ellington Plant Sciences

Success Stories Amid the Pandemic
Weekly chats on beef health organized and
held around a virtual watercooler. Teaching
and lab modules transformed for delivery
via Zoom. Socially distant farm visits,
and online coaching for residents on how
to triage their personal finances during
the pandemic. These are examples of how
UTIA faculty and staff transformed their
work starting in mid-spring when spread
of COVID-19 led to sheltering in place, job
losses, and remote learning and work.
Institute members shared information
about their efforts in online submissions.
The success stories served to inspire
others, draw our statewide workforce closer

8
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together, and spread ideas for innovation.
You can explore their many impacts online
at tiny.utk.edu/success-stories.
The website also has links to fireside
chats that UTIA Senior Vice President and
Senior Vice Chancellor Tim Cross hosted
for employees. The Friday events brought
the Institute community together for
updates and provided reassuring stability
amid rapidly changing circumstances. And
don’t miss three inspirational videos called
UTIA: We’re Here For You, which feature
employees showing their can-do spirit and
commitment to delivering UTIA’s mission.

Building early in 2021 with site preparation
soon to follow for the upcoming Energy
and Environmental Science Research
Building. With 157,000 gross square feet,
the building is expected to have impacts
on research and student learning every bit
as large as its size. The facility will replace
both Ellington and Hollingsworth Auditorium and is scheduled for completion in
2023. Watch for more details ahead.

Biosystems Engineering
and Soil Science
Academic Program
Rises in Rankings
The Herbert College of Agriculture
academic program in biosystems engineering and soil science advanced three spots
to twenty-second among public schools
and twenty-third nationally in the latest
ranking by US News and World Report.
The rankings will be included in the media
company’s 2021 edition of Best Graduate
Schools. The college guide typically arrives
in bookstores in April.

In August, the UT College of Veterinary
Medicine and the College of Agriculture at
Tennessee State University announced a
memorandum of understanding that aims
to increase diversity in the veterinary medicine profession. The agreement between
the two land-grant institution colleges will
set first-year TSU students who want to be
veterinarians on an academic trajectory
to successfully meet the requirements of
admissions to UTCVM or other institutions
of veterinary medicine. Students accepted
into the program at TSU will be paired with
mentors at both institutions. The mentors
will work as partners to advise students,
monitor their progress, and coordinate
hands-on learning opportunities, such
as summer jobs and internships. Michael
Jones, professor of avian and zoological
medicine and director of student services,
diversity, and recruitment for UTCVM, is
coordinating UT’s participation in
the program.
Fostering greater diversity and inclusion
are goals shared by a call for proposals this
fall by UT Knoxville to support innovation
and progress. Three of the four sponsorship
awards granted went to UTIA members to
advance the following efforts.
• Misty Bailey, curriculum and
assessment coordinator, UT College
of Veterinary Medicine, for “A Step
Towards Increasing Diversity in
Veterinary Medicine—Highlighting
Underrepresented Veterinarians
Through Photographs.”
• Michael Jones, UT College of Veterinary Medicine, for “Building Diversity
in the Veterinary Workforce through
Targeted Recruitment and Engagement
with Middle School Aged, Underrepresented Minority Students.”

One President, Ninety-Five Counties, and
the Title of Honorary Extension Agent
UT System President Randy Boyd made
it his mission to be the first University of
Tennessee president to visit all ninety-five
UT Extension offices. As of July 24, 2020,
he could check that goal off his list. Boyd
completed his statewide tour that day with
a stop by the UT Extension Hardeman
County Office in Bolivar.

“One thing I've noticed at each of our
ninety-five counties is the tremendous
sense of pride in helping the community,”
Boyd says. “This is what sets UT Extension
apart, and I am grateful to have been able
to experience firsthand the great work
our Extension agents are doing in every
county.”

After a ribbon-cutting ceremony dedicating their new office building, Boyd chatted
with Extension staff about their goals and
challenges—a conversation he's had with
Extension employees in every county in
Tennessee.

Before he left Bolivar, UT Extension
Western Region director Jerry Lamb
presented Boyd with the title of Honorary
Extension Agent. The distinction was very
well received.

• Derrick Stowell, education and horticultural therapy program administrator, UT Gardens, Knoxville, for “Access
to Gardening in Urban Settings.”

Companion Animal Initiative of Tennessee,
UT College of Veterinary Medicine, for an
afterschool animal club at New Hopewell
Elementary School.

A mini-grant award was presented
to Alexis Niceley, program director,

FALL/WINTER 2020
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COMMITTED
TO

CHANGE
FOSTERING GREATER DIVERSITY,
EQUITY, AND INCLUSION
by Margeaux Emery

LAST SPRING AS CASES of police violence
against members of the Black community prompted outrage and protests for racial justice that swept
the nation, the University of Tennessee Institute
of Agriculture embarked on a journey of reflection,
dialogue, education, and action. The goal was to
determine how we, and our programs, can more
effectively work to resolve inequalities of justice,
inclusion, and access that still exist for people of
color in our nation.

Say Cheese!
Make that Power T Cheese, please! The
Department of Food Science is expanding
its All Vol Cheese product line to include a
unique blend sure to make any Volunteer
smile. The new block combines hand-cut
sections of sharp cheddar and mild cheddar
cheeses. Through a continued partnership
with Sweetwater Valley Farm, students
receive real-life experiences in dairy
operations and cheese production—from
managing cows in the field to the packaged
product in the market. Proceeds from the
sales directly support education and research opportunities for students. Preorder
today at allvolcheese.tennessee.edu.
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UTIA and Tennessee Winegrowers Launch UT Wine
This holiday season, celebrate with
University of Tennessee Wine. The UT
Institute of Agriculture has partnered
with the Tennessee Farm Winegrowers
Alliance to release three limited edition
blends: Smokey's Red, Volunteer Orange
and White, and Tailgate Sangria. Bottled
by Mountain Valley Winery, the blends will

feature Tennessee grapes, and proceeds
will directly support the viticulture
industry in the state of Tennessee through
student internships at Tennessee vineyards, wineries, and other agritourism
locations. Purchase wine directly at
vinovolunteer.com.

Senior Vice President and Senior Vice Chancellor
Tim Cross and the Institute’s four deans communicated a statement of principles that affirmed
UTIA’s commitment to diversity and inclusion.
Cross hosted a fireside chat for employees as
a forum for discussion of meaningful change.
Institute leaders implemented a new integrated
approach to enhancing diversity and inclusion
among our agricultural teaching, research, and
Extension programs. A unified diversity and inclusion task force was created to formulate and lead
integrated strategies to ensure that our programs
are welcome to all. A new position of UTIA director
of diversity, equity, and inclusion was created, and
a national search for the director is underway.
Yet creating meaningful change requires a far
larger commitment by everyone in an organization. We introduce some of our change leaders in
the pages that follow. Working together, in groups
and initiatives, these students, staff, and faculty
members are engaged in securing and advancing
justice, equity, and inclusion for all.

FALL/WINTER 2020
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UNITING FOR UNDERSTANDING
In August more than thirty Extension employees with the University of Tennessee and Tennessee State University joined together to form a virtual book club and invited all other members
of Tennessee Extension to join them. In the wake of COVID-19’s spread, face-to-face workshops
that were planned as part of a national Extension effort called Coming Together for Racial
Understanding were halted, and a virtual book club was created as a response. The national
effort’s curriculum sought to create dialogue that promotes racial understanding and healing.
The book club led that charge and has addressed current issues around race relations. Club
members delved into matters of racial justice, equity, and inclusion through an examination of
contemporary literature, spoken-word poetry, podcasts, and articles.
Their chief vehicle for discussion were the books How to Be an Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi
and White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo, which they read together and met weekly to discuss.
Equally of value were the events and experiences each club member has witnessed in their life,
which they shared and analyzed. The potential for change, as club members know, starts when
everyone is on the same page. Participants feel their weeks together have been a great starting
point as they continue to understand and address racism. The book club is part of an ongoing
effort to build capacity for discussing race and racial justice. Starting in mid-January 2021, the
conversations will continue with the next book selection, Caste by Isabel Wilkerson. Members
hope to expand the group and continue learning in this important work.

12
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CREATING CHANGE
Veterinarians as One for an Inclusive Community for Empowerment (VOICE) is a
student-run organization that seeks to increase awareness and respect to differences among all
individuals and communities in the field of veterinary medicine. VOICE also aims to celebrate
diversity within the veterinary medicine profession, to encourage campus environments that
embrace diversity and promote the success of all students, and to emphasize the importance of
cross-cultural awareness in veterinary medicine to meet the needs of a diversifying clientele.
Lastly, to ensure a more diverse future for veterinary medicine, VOICE chapters like UT’s provide leadership and mentorship to youth, particularly those from underrepresented backgrounds
who are interested in careers as veterinarians. Together VOICE celebrates the beauty of diversity
and builds a stronger veterinary community.

FALL/WINTER 2020
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ACTING FOR CHANGE

DEDICATED TO DIVERSITY

TRANSFORMING THE UNIVERSITY

The University of Tennessee’s chapter of Minorities in Agriculture, Natural Resources and
Related Sciences (MANRRS) is a future-focused, present-driven, and historically rooted student organization that is committed to achieving professional space in agricultural fields for all.
MANRRS’ ongoing mission is to foster the inclusion, achievement, and advancement of people
of all ethnicities and races in agriculture, natural resources, and related sciences. Founded in
1991, the UT chapter initially focused on mentoring and engaging African American students.
Today its membership reflects MANRRS’ multicultural commitment and engagement. The
organization empowers students through professional development that grows their leadership,
organizational, and public speaking skills, and develops their abilities to excel amid technological change. MANRRS connects members with major industry and professional programs for
scholarship, internships, jobs, careers, and graduate school opportunities. Most profoundly, the
organization partners students with role models and alumni for lifelong mentoring and support.
The national society’s commitment to link hands with the world mirrors the UT MANRRS
chapter’s vision, and both serve to further the Herbert College of Agriculture’s strategic goal to
provide students with global experiences and education.

Bonnie Ownley, who serves as professor, assistant department head, and graduate director in
the Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology, co-chairs an initiative called STRIDE with
Soren Sorenson, a professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy in the College of Arts
and Sciences. STRIDE stands for Strategies and Tactics for Recruiting to Improve Diversity
and Excellence. The STRIDE Committee provides peer-to-peer instruction about academic
research on bias and diversity for faculty throughout the University who serve on faculty search
committees. The STRIDE mission is to increase excellence and diversity by improving faculty
hiring processes to attract and retain the best possible candidates.

FALL/WINTER 2020
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TAKING
ON
CLIMATE
CHANGE
by Margeaux Emery

Almost everyone has an opinion on
climate change. Four authorities
connected to UTIA have direct experience
on the matter. So we invited them to
weigh in.

October and November are often dry months
in Tennessee. Many weddings are held in
autumn for that reason. Yet patterns of
rainfall and drought in the state, and beyond,
are shifting. Experts link the changes to
record levels of human-generated carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.
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Fu holds the distinguished title of John
D. Tickle Professor of Engineering in the
University of Tennessee’s Tickle College of
Engineering. He is world renowned for his
research on air pollution and climate and
contributes expertise and leadership to the
World Meteorological Organization, the
United Nations, and US National Climate
Assessments. Fu is a partner with UTIA’s
Smith Center for International Sustainable
Agriculture on a climate change project in
Guatemala.

A METEOROLOGIST WHO SEES
CHANGE IN TENNESSEE WEATHER

Lelan Statom, Nashville NewsChannel
5’s nationally acclaimed meteorologist,
predicts Tennessee weather—day to day,
the 10-day forecast, and even what atmospheric forces may foretell for the season
ahead. Although focused on current and
approaching weather conditions, Statom
has been analyzing Tennessee weather for
thirty-plus years now—even longer if you
count his childhood in West Tennessee.
And Statom says he sees change.
“In the past few years, especially, we’ve
been having more episodes of flooding.
While we still get close to or slightly more
rainfall than average, the pattern of that
rainfall is changing. Our rain episodes are
becoming more intense and they can be
followed by episodes of low rainfall and
even short-term droughts.”
A slight change in rainfall patterns may
seem inconsequential to Tennesseans
in their everyday lives. Yet it can bring
everything from traffic diversions around
flooded roads and washed out bridges to

18
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higher insurance premiums and energy
bills. Farmers may encounter flooded fields
that delay spring planting, then drought
that decreases yields. The same droughts
may harm hay production by livestock
producers, then lead to hay losses in wet
winters. These all are witness to change.
Statom fields questions about climate
change at most every talk he gives. People
ask what he thinks about climate change
and does he believe in it. “What I share
with them—and I think it’s one of the
easiest ways for the average citizen to
think about climate change—is to consider
the winters they experienced growing up,
the snows we’d get,” he says. “I know in my
childhood in Dyersburg, and I’m fifty-six
now, in elementary and high school, we’d
have snow days and sometimes even snow
weeks, and their frequency has decreased.
It’s something all of us of a certain age can
relate to as a change that's happened in our
lifetime.”
Yet climate deals with global forces. To
appreciate them, Statom says think about
the changes in the Arctic: its dwindling ice,

ABOVE: Lelan Statom at work in the
NewsChannel 5 studio. The Middle
Tennessee meteorologist says the
state’s changing rainfall patterns not
only hamper farming, they pose risk
of more frequent floods.

the 100-degree day an arctic town experienced this year. He also cites the seawalls
people in Miami are building to protect the
land from rising water.
“Even if you take humans and human
activity out of it, and I personally believe
they are part of climate change, you have
to acknowledge that we’re seeing climate
change. If you say it’s just a natural cycle
and that it will right itself, well it may do
so, but after some of our lifetimes.”
A CLIMATE RESEARCHER WHO CALLS
FOR CHANGE IN ACTIONS

While Statom analyzes and predicts weather patterns, Joshua Fu creates complex
models to probe the interrelationships of
human activity and climate change. The
trends he studies occur in thirty-year
cycles—the span of Statom’s career—and
far longer.

Fu, too, sees significant change in the
world’s climate. Proof can be found in the
most recent report issued by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). As with previous assessments, this
2014 report synthesizes environmental
data from around the world to form
projections of climate change ranging from
best- to worst-case. For the past several
years, Fu says we are trending toward the
worst-case scenario. There is no question,
he emphasizes, that these impacts are
attributable to human activity. “At this
point, it’s difficult to be optimistic about
the trends we’re seeing,” Fu says.

A SOIL SCIENTIST WHO AVOIDS
SAYING CLIMATE CHANGE

UTIA Extension specialist Forbes Walker is
neither a meteorologist nor a climate scientist. Yet he’s seen the impact of climate
change and has devoted his twenty-plus
year career with UT to helping producers
build soil resilience, both to improve water
quality and to adapt to climate change.
Along the way, he has gained a reputation
in the science community for the way he
doesn’t talk about climate change. It’s why
he’s so in demand as a speaker at conferences, Walker says.
“Scientists want to hear how I communicate with Tennesseans about climate
change without actually talking about

climate change since the issue is so politically charged. When I talk with producers,
my message is that ‘I want to help you
make your operation more profitable.’
Row-crop and cattle producers are the
focus of my work and when I tell them I
can help them cope with both flooding and
droughts, they’re on board. That's despite
the fact that these episodes of flooding
and drought are the very real impacts of a
changing climate.”
Walker says climate change studies at
UTIA are nothing new. “We’ve been
studying how to adapt to climate change
for decades—all the way back to the late
1960s. It’s called no-till and UTIA was the
pioneer in researching, demonstrating, and

“Our history shows that environmental
improvements are possible, even as we
advance the economy. It’s not an ‘either/
or’ dynamic.”
— CLIMATE MODELER JOSHUA FU

Today, carbon dioxide levels in the
atmosphere are around 410 ppm and rising.
Fu says scientists are preparing models for
levels as high as 600 or 1,000 ppm—as we
may reach, he stresses, if we do not control
emissions.
“We couldn’t live normally at levels such as
600 ppm,” Fu says. “Which is why we need
to focus on what the IPCC calls ‘migration
and mitigation.’” That means migrating
to more environmentally responsible
industrial production and mitigating the
amount of carbon dioxide released into the
atmosphere.
To see the impact these changes can have,
Fu points to a US Environmental Protection
Agency chart (see page 27) showing a
thirty-eight-year trend of increasing
energy consumption, vehicle travel, and
economic output, but falling air pollution.
Fu says, “Our history shows that environmental improvements are possible, even as
we advance the economy. It’s not an ‘either/
or’ dynamic.”
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educating farmers about it. We just did not
realize that our solutions to soil erosion
were also adaptations to climate change."
“Soil management practices such as no-till
and cover crops improve soil structure,
which increases infiltration and decreases
runoff and erosion during heavy rainfall.
It improves water quality and is an
adaptation to climate change. It’s how to
maximize soil’s absorption and storage, or
sequestration, of carbon in the soil.”
Those techniques can partially reverse the
negative impacts tilling has on the carbon
cycle. They also enable farmers to increase
the soil’s ability to retain water so crops
and forages survive dry periods.
Walker, along with Fu, is engaged in the
Smith Center’s Guatemala project. The
project aims to help producers in the region
adapt traditional agricultural practices to
a changing climate. “If we can model the
impacts of climate change in the region, we
can work on developing soil management
strategies to adapt to them,” Walker says.
“If people can grow enough, they aren’t
going to feel they have to abandon their
farms and migrate to feed their families.”
AN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIST
WHO SEES OPPORTUNITIES

Walker and Chris Clark, professor and head
of the UTIA Department of Agricultural
and Resource Economics, are wrapping up
a six-year, $4.9 million study of climate
change in Tennessee. (See page 25.)
One takeaway of the study, Clark says is,
“While climate change poses challenges
for all of us, those challenges vary from
one region to another. The hardest hit
places will be those that are susceptible
to sea level rise, at or near temperature or
moisture thresholds for crop and animal
production, or facing water shortages.
Luckily, none of those describe Tennessee.”
However, he is quick to add that because
Tennessee is currently avoiding the most
severe effects of climate change is no
reason to think we don’t need to prepare
for change.
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“An effective response to climate change
requires places like Tennessee to produce
a greater share of the world’s food and
fiber. By disrupting global markets, climate
change provides opportunities for Tennessee’s producers. However, responding to
these opportunities is complicated by the
increasingly unfamiliar growing conditions
facing Tennessee’s producers.”
Clark sees this as evidence of the need
to conserve our soil and water resources
and provide producers and policymakers
the information they need to make better
decisions. “It’s critical we understand how
the climate is changing and what that
means for our producers.”
The notion of climate change is so
challenging, Clark says, because we tend
to think about the physical world as a
fluctuating, but stable place. Yet we are
entering an era of great instability.
“Climate scientists tell us that there is a
lot of momentum built into the system and
we cannot escape the resulting change.
We can only hope to reduce the pace and
extent of that change and learn to live
with it.”

ONE ANIMAL AT A TIME
by Patricia McDaniels
The effects of livestock on global
climate change are complicated

Talk about an understatement.
It would take multiple degrees in subjects
like animal science, plant sciences,
genomics, economics, transportation, and
meteorology to scratch the knowledge
base needed to understand the effects of
livestock on climate change. Good thing
we have scientists within the University
of Tennessee Institute of Agriculture, and
the nation’s higher education land-grant
system, to help.
An often-cited figure published by the
United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization claims 14.5 percent of global
carbon dioxide emissions each year are
the result of direct and indirect emissions
from livestock. Ruminants—particularly
beef cattle—are maligned as one of the
world’s greatest contributors because the
methane they produce when they belch or
otherwise dispense of digestive gas has a
greater potential to contribute to climate
change than does carbon dioxide. A more
recent study by the USDA Agricultural
Research Service and the Beef Checkoff
(Environmental Footprints of Beef Cattle
Production in the United States) contests
that figure, estimating only 3.7 percent
of US greenhouse gas emissions may be
attributable to beef production, including
the production of animal feed. Regardless
of the number, everyone agrees on one
point. More efficient livestock production
is a win both for producers and for supplying the world’s growing human population
with affordable and sustainable sources
of protein. It’s also a win for the planet
in reducing the carbon footprint of feed
animals.
That’s where science can play an important
role. Many researchers in the Department
of Animal Science are working to improve
cattle production. For example, microbiologist Phillip Myer is examining how to
manage the gut biome in cattle to enhance
digestion. One effort, supported by the
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ABOVE: Blake Brown.
LEFT, ABOVE RIGHT: Met with skepticism
in its earliest days, the idea of no-till
agriculture ultimately took root in West
Tennessee. UTIA field demonstrations and
field days taught its methods and showed
its many benefits —and they continue to do
so today..

this interview, sat down with Blake
Brown, director of the AgResearch and
Education Center at Milan, for his take on
no-till’s success.
Ginger Rowsey: I didn’t realize Tom
McCutchen, the Father of Tennessee NoTill, hired you.

National Institute for Food and Agriculture
(NIFA), involves determining whether
the gut biome is a heritable trait in Angus
cattle.
Reproductive physiologist Lannett Edwards
is tackling heat stress and its effect on
pregnancy—a big issue for producers
worldwide. Results from her 2016 NIFA
award provide insight on how elevated
body temperatures in dairy and beef cattle
impact reproductive success.
Dairy producers well know that their cows
produce less when it’s hot. At the UT East
Tennessee AgResearch and Education
Center’s Little River Environmental Unit, a
novel experiment placed automatic misters
in cow’s stalls. Tate Walker, research
supervisor, and researchers from the
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Department of Biosystems Engineering
and Soil Science (Shawn Hawkins, Forbes
Walker, and Wesley Wright) found cows
responded to the cooling mist. When
they hear a click indicating the misters
will start, some rise to their feet for the
mist, then eat grain, and drink water.
Evaluations are finding these cows produce
milk at levels approaching those of fall and
spring.
While these scientists and others with
the UTIA Genomics Center for the
Advancement of Agriculture are not
studying climate change directly, their
work to advance production efficiency in
all livestock will ultimately influence the
carbon footprint of animal agriculture in
Tennessee and beyond.

THE REVOLUTIONARY IDEA
OF NO-TILL AGRICULTURE
As far back as the 1950s, researchers with
the University of Tennessee Institute of
Agriculture were on a quest to reduce
troubling rates of farmland erosion. The
scientists began rethinking how crops
could and should be planted. They eventually arrived at the solution we know as
no-till farming.
No-till has been mainstream for some time,
so it’s easy to forget how revolutionary
the idea first seemed, or how hard Never
No-Tillers pushed back. This year, as we
celebrated the fortieth anniversary of
the first Milan No-Till Field Day, Ginger
Rowsey, a member of the UTIA Marketing
and Communications team at the time of

Blake Brown: He did. I started here in
1980 as a summer worker. I was sixteen
years old. In fact, on my desk I keep a
framed copy of his letter which formally
offered employment. I was hired to work
on the rainfall simulation project, which
was Tom’s version of a visual aid. It showed
very dramatically how much more soil
was lost through erosion on tilled plots as
opposed to non-tilled ground. That project
convinced a lot of people to make the
switch to no-till.
Rowsey: Did people need a lot
of convincing?
Brown: Oh, yes! No-till just wasn’t the way
it was done, going back thousands of years
to the first person who broke ground with a
sharp stick. Also, people didn’t like the way
it looked. They called it “ugly farming.”
And you’ve heard the term recreational
tillage? That’s a real thing. Plowing ground
is fun.

Rowsey: But when your research showed
how much erosion could be prevented with
no-till, why were people still so reluctant
to accept it?
Brown: I don’t think people realized that
the soil was a finite resource, and when
that layer of topsoil is gone, there’s nothing
left. Tom and many others in our university
recognized that the traditional system of
farming wasn’t going to work, and I don’t
know how they made the connection.
I guess it came from being really
good observers.
Rowsey: What was it that finally made
farmers come around to the idea of no-till?
Brown: For the early adapters, it was 99
percent prevention of soil erosion. After
they started doing it, they started realizing
some of these other benefits, such as saving
time, reducing fuel costs, and decreasing
wear and tear on equipment.
Also, the critics had to be disproved.
Detractors threw up a lot of reasons for why
no-till wasn’t going to work. Insects were
going to overtake everything. Diseases
were supposed to be rampant. Most of their
predictions have never been a real issue.
The no-till campaign was a big effort by a
lot of folks, like most things that create
big change.
Rowsey: Would you say the Milan NoTill Field Day was a major platform for
this change?

Brown: Absolutely! Especially when you
consider that forty years ago virtually no
crops in Tennessee were planted using notill, and now virtually all of our crop acres
are planted that way. Forty years is a short
time to see such widespread adoption.
Rowsey: Forty years later the field day
itself has gone through quite a few changes. You moved the event to a virtual format
in 2020. Did anyone say you were crazy for
trying that?
Brown: (laughing) I’ve heard that all
my life.
I think for this year, moving to a virtual
format was the right thing to do. We’ve
seen a lot of positives, including being
able to reach a broader audience over a
longer period of time. Is this the way of
the future? I don’t know. But we have to be
willing to change to keep moving forward.
The 2020 Milan No-till Field Day shifted
online to protect everyone’s health amid
the pandemic. The UTIA faculty and staff
who scrambled to prepare their talks to
online format could only guess about
how many participants might access the
content. Attesting to the high interest in
no-till farming, the online presentations
have received more than 12,901 actual
views from the date of the field day, July
23, 2020, through December 1st, as Land,
Life and Science went to press. People in six
states and five countries have accessed the
information, with content at the website
accessed more than 63,100 times.
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To help farmers decide whether to install an irrigation system,
researchers estimated break-even prices for irrigated and
non-irrigated corn, cotton, and soybeans for a variety of
tillage systems, field sizes, energy sources, and climate
scenarios. A decision tool using these prices is currently under
development. For those who have installed a system, it can
be difficult to know precisely when to run it. Help for that is
coming through innovative in-field water sensors powered by
solar cells. Farmers can place the sensors throughout their
fields then use a smart phone app for real-time information
on soil moisture levels. The MOISTURE app—the name stands
for Management of Irrigation with Soil Tension and Up-to-date
Rainfall and Evapotranspiration—is expected to be available in
spring 2021.

THE FUTURE OF
TENNESSEE WATER
Scientific findings and tools will help
farmers and planners conserve this
vital resource

by Margeaux Emery

From the rocky highlands of the Appalachian Mountains to the fertile soils of the
Mississippi delta, Tennessee is a diverse
state. It’s also blessed with abundant
rivers, lakes, and aquifers. So, it is difficult
to imagine a water shortage might one day
occur in Tennessee, yet, in 2014, a research
project in the University of Tennessee
Institute of Agriculture was launched to
anticipate just such a shortage. The study’s
goals included probing how to minimize
the risk of shortages ahead and, also, how
Tennessee could respond effectively if or
when water resources do become scarce.
To meet these challenging goals, the
study had to call upon a set of resources as
diverse as the state itself.
Funded with a $4.9 million competitive
grant from the US Department of Agriculture’s National Institute of Food and
Agriculture (NIFA), the study would last
six years and employ fifteen graduate
students, eleven postdoctoral specialists,
and twenty-four scientists from fifteen
university departments and governmental
agencies. Under the leadership of UT
Extension soil scientist Forbes Walker and
UT AgResearch economist Chris Clark,
the researchers would draw upon their
wide-ranging areas of expertise to model
the state’s Cumberland and Tennessee
River basins and investigate how to best
use these valuable resources. The goal
was to determine how prepared Tennessee
is—and how it can prepare—to manage its
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water resources as the demand for those
resources increases.
While it may be difficult to envision water
shortages in Tennessee, it’s not hard to
see is how fast the state’s population is
growing. A quick tour of Nashville will convince you of that, and the growth evident
there could be dramatically accelerated by
residents fleeing ocean and gulf states like
Florida to escape increased flooding and
increasingly devastating tropical storms.
Population growth translates to increased
demand for water.
Similarly, Tennessee’s agricultural sector
is expected to use more water in the
future. In fact, how water is being used by
agriculture in Tennessee and how this use
is likely to change in the future was the
subject of a parallel, four-year study also
funded by NIFA.
A key factor driving both studies is climate
change. With climate change, Tennessee
is projected to experience warmer temperatures and both more intense rainfall
events and more frequent droughts. These
changes will stress the state’s agricultural
operations and increase the importance of
effectively managing its water resources.
While the two projects are still wrapping
up, many of their findings are known, and
they are providing important information
to policymakers and tools to Tennessee
farmers. Here are some of the outcomes:

Managing moisture in fields connects to no-till agriculture.
Using data from no-till cotton and soybean research plots
established in Jackson, Tennessee, almost forty years ago,
researchers have determined that the use of no-till in combination with cover crops significantly increases the soil’s ability
to absorb and retain water. The result is reduced soil loss and
water runoff during heavy rains and increased moisture for
commodity crops during dry periods. This work has been
complemented by farmer surveys exploring the conditions
under which farmers are willing to adopt cover crops and
no-till.

Researchers and Extension specialists established demonstration plots to show how native warm-season grasses can
provide almost year-round grazing. An additional benefit is
that these grasses’ deep root systems enable them to absorb
heavy rainfall and sustain forage during droughts. Surveys of
farmers have revealed that those who currently use a mixture
of cool- and warm-season grasses are less reliant on hay and
appear to be able to stockpile forages to increase grazing
throughout the forage growth cycle. The surveys have also
provided insights into the conditions under which beef cattle
farmers are willing to adopt warm-season grasses.

A series of studies was conducted to determine how and
how much water was being used by dairy, beef, and poultry
operations in Tennessee. By estimating total water consumption, these water budgets help researchers and policymakers
project how industry changes will affect regional water
demand. By pinpointing the amount of water used in different
aspects of these operations, these studies help guide producer and industry efforts to conserve water. The detailed use
estimates also help scientists predict how climate change is
likely to affect water consumption by these operations.

The study’s watershed models identify and project floodprone areas. Drilling down in that data can help farmers
decide where to site a new barn or reinforce water drainage.

High rainfall in winter creates another challenge for animal
producers when hay spread on wet ground losses can be
considerable. Extension agents, acting on a suggestion from a
Tennessee producer, have set up demonstrations of innovative
fence-row hay feeders in Marshall, Maury, Moore, Lincoln,
Giles, and Lawrence Counties, as well as at UT AgResearch
and Education Centers in Lewisburg and Spring Hill. Many
producers have been quick to see how the feeders protect
hay and save labor. These feeders are now supported by
Tennessee Department of Agriculture agricultural enhancement program funds.

Project researchers utilized climate scenarios, a crop growth
simulator, and two economic models to predict the effects of
climate change on cropping patterns and irrigation demand
in Tennessee through year 2050. Model results suggest
increased plantings of irrigated soybeans and dryland
soybean-wheat double cropping systems, and that increased
uncertainty in crop yields and commodity prices associated
with increased variability in weather patterns will lead to
increased irrigation demand.

Municipal and food wastes can be used to create biochar, a
residue that sequesters carbon and also holds water. Investigations found that adding water-retaining biochar superior
to the pine bark used in the state’s container nursery industry
can greatly reduce irrigation needs. Biochar also was tested
and found effective in improving yields in row crop fields
where areas of heavy sand deposits have been left from
floodwaters. Incorporated into the sand, biochar can return
these areas to profitability.

On a broader scale, researchers analyzed the level of economic activity associated with water withdrawals across different
industries and regions in the southeastern US. The result is
a series of region- and industry-specific water “footprints”
showing, on average, how much water is withdrawn to support the production of a dollar’s worth of goods and services.

This summary hardly scratches the surface of what the comprehensive studies have yielded. Look for more information about the
studies’ outcomes and impacts in the future.
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CLIMATE CHANGECONNECTED RESEARCH
AT UTIA
edited by Margeaux Emery

Many and diverse studies are underway
at the Institute on the impacts of climate
change. Here are a few examples.
UTIA’s pioneering partnership with The
Nature Conservancy is working toward
Forest Stewardship Council certification
for 11,400 acres of land operated by the
UT Forest Resources AgResearch and
Education Center. TNC plans to facilitate
developing and maintaining a carbon offset
project on the properties to market carbon
credits to buyers on the voluntary carbon
market. The forty-year agreement also
includes creation of a Climate Smart Forestry Fund that will support UT research
about how a changing climate is impacting
forests and forest owners.
Sindhu Jagadamma of the Department
of Biosystems Engineering and Soil
Science, in collaboration with Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, aims to unravel
how climate change-induced soil moisture
changes may affect terrestrial carbon
cycling. The study’s outcomes will help to
refine global carbon models’ projections
of carbon dioxide concentrations in the
atmosphere.

SOURCES OF EMISSIONS

"HOCKEY STICK" GRAPH
Numerous bioenergy studies underway
have the potential to reduce climate
impacts. One led by Tim Rials of the Center
for Renewable Carbon and Burt English
of the Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics is working to assist
the aviation industry to meet the environmental and energy goals of the Next
Generation Air Transportation System.
Reducing climate impacts and improving
energy efficiency are among its goals. The
project is also increasing knowledge of how
woody feedstock might be used in aviation
fuel production.
Avat Shekoofa of the Department of
Plant Sciences is lead on investigations
of how cotton and soybean varieties fare
during droughts. Shekoofa and colleague
Tyson Raper are using an unmanned
aerial vehicle platform to estimate cotton
physiological performance under well and
limited irrigation plots. The study also
screens how well cotton cultivars recover
from drought. The two faculty are based
at the West Tennessee AgResearch and
Education Center in Jackson.
Matt Gray, associate director of the
UTIA Center for Wildlife Health, is
investigating how environmental temperature and climate change could alter the invasion probability of a recently discovered
fungus, Batrachochytrium salamandrivorans
(Bsal), that is killing salamanders in

Europe. The fungus prefers cool temperatures and moist environments, like those
at high elevations of the Smokies, where
salamander diversity is the greatest.
Richard Gerhold and other parasitologists with the UT College of Veterinary
Medicine are investigating climate change
effects on the brain worm (Parelaphostrongylus tenuis) and arterial worm (Elaeophora
schneideri) and their impacts on whitetailed deer and moose in the eastern
United States.
Field research of an agricultural region
facing rapid change, conducted through
the UT Smith Center for International
Sustainable Agriculture and the University’s collaboration with the National
Institute for Mathematical and Biological Synthesis, continues to return value.
The latest study is by graduate student Hari
Regmi of the Department of Agricultural
and Resource Economics. Regmi (MS ’20)
investigated rice producer perceptions
of climate change and variability and
identified the factors that influenced their
strategies to adapt.
Visit UT AgResearch, agresearch.tennessee.edu, for more information on these and
other studies.

LEFT: At the global scale, these
are the key greenhouse gases
emitted by human activity.
Source: US Environmental
Protection Agency.

COMPARISON OF GROWTH AREAS AND EMISSIONS, 1980-2018

TOP: This data visualization,
described as the hockey stick
graphic, shows how carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere has
spiked since 1950.
Source: climate.nasa.gov
RIGHT: While the US has continued
to grow since the 1970s in both
population and economic activity,
greenhouse gas emissions have
grown but not nearly as rapidly,
and conventional air pollutants
have fallen dramatically. Their
reduction offers hope, says UT
climate researcher Joshua Fu,
that lowering greenhouse gas
emissions is also achievable even
as the economy continues to
grow. Source: US Environmental
Protection Agency.
Infographics from the UT
Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics.
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Environmentally Sensitive
Gifts Come in Many Forms
CHARLIE WAGNER’S GIFT WILL BENEFIT GENERATIONS
by Lauren Henry

N

ot all gifts come in a box. At least Nancy Wagner’s gift didn’t.
Rather than the typical red and green bags or gold and silver
packages, a single ribbon tied around a document lay under the trimmed
Christmas tree.
“He knows how special UT is to me,” says Nancy. “Things like this mean
so much more to me than any gift.”
Rather than a new handbag or piece of jewelry, Charlie Wagner gave his
wife a scholarship in her name: The Nancy Gardner Wagner Scholarship
Endowment.
“I wanted to honor my wife, and since the Institute of Agriculture is so
involved in 4-H and so involved in the home, farming, and a big part of
the state of Tennessee, I knew that a scholarship housed in the Herbert
College of Agriculture would mean the most to her,” says Charlie, a twotime graduate of the University of Tennessee (BS, real estate and urban
development ’66, JD ’68).

PROMOTING HEALTH
FOR ONE AND ALL.
Across our state, and around the world, health challenges abound. The One Health Initiative at
the University of Tennessee addresses health issues cohesively across humans, animals, plants,
and the environment. Our farmers, veterinarians, natural resource practitioners, and public health
professionals are positioned at the front lines of disease emergence and are creating innovative
strategies to respond to and manage challenges.
Learn how the One Health Initiative is making a difference at onehealth.tennessee.edu.

The couple met their freshman year and married before Nancy’s senior
year at UT. She received her degree in home economics in 1966. Before
she became a UT student, the university was already a big part of Nancy’s
life through her extensive involvement with 4-H and watching her
own mother achieve her degree in education from UT. The established
scholarship will provide the financial opportunity for other 4-H students
from modest means to earn degrees.
“If there is a student who has a need and this can help them not work
quite so hard to achieve their education, that would be nice,” says Nancy.
“Perhaps they will think, someone has helped me, how can I give back
once I am able.”
Neither Nancy nor Charlie received scholarships themselves, though
Charlie is quick to point out that tuition in the 1960s was a mere $75
a quarter for law school. Still, they recognize the importance of how
scholarships level the playing field.
“A gift of a scholarship is a wonderful way to mark any special occasion,”
says Keith Barber, vice chancellor for Institutional Advancement. “It isn’t
just a gift for that recipient. It is also a gift for every student who benefits
from that scholarship.”
UT is a family legacy for the Wagner family, with three generations
earning a degree from the school and a fourth hoping to attend in a few
years. However, the name Wagner will help even more students achieve
their degrees for years to come.
If you are interested in learning how you might make a gift of a
scholarship or other donation in honor of someone, contact the Office
of Institutional Advancement at 865-974-5779 or utiaadvancement@
tennessee.edu for more information.
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LEFT: Elizabeth Derryberry identifies
songbirds with students during a workshop.
BELOW: A male tree swallow feeds nestling
begging for food in a nest box located at
the Plant Sciences Unit operated by the East
Tennessee AgResearch and Education Center.
Photo by E. George.

IN SEARCH S
OF ANSWERS
ABOUT WILDLIFE
BEHAVIOR AMID
CLIMATE CHANGE

outherners know all about slowing down
when the weather gets hot. As temperatures soar, we walk a little slower and some of
us may even talk a little slower. But what about
wildlife? Does temperature affect how animals
move and communicate, too?
Elizabeth Derryberry, an associate professor
with the UT Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, established a research program
to answer those questions.

by Doug Edlund and
Elizabeth Derryberry
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Derryberry’s initial work in her lab with
domesticated zebra finches (Taeniopygia
guttata) revealed that, like humans, birds slow
down when they get hot, both physically and in
their behaviors. For example, they are less adept
at discriminating among mates and slower to
solve problems such as finding food in a puzzle.
These responses hint at how birds in the wild
might respond to rapid changes in temperature
with climate change. What Derryberry needed

was a wild bird to study, but how would one
manipulate environmental temperature in
a free-living bird?
Longtime UTIA professor and ornithologist
David Buehler with the Department of
Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries had an
answer. Buehler has conducted avian
studies at AgResearch field laboratories,
and he suggested Derryberry do the same.
At the East Tennessee AgResearch and
Education Center, she could set up nest
boxes to attract a local population of
tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor) and
manipulate temperature in the boxes
to evaluate how nestlings’ behaviors
and growth rates change and how adult
behavior also changes in response to real
shifts in environmental temperatures.
Tree swallows are one of the few songbird
species whose range is moving farther

southward. Their ability to do this when
most birds are retreating north under
climate change may be thanks to an ability
to acclimate and what Derryberry calls
behavioral flexibility. Through research at
the Center, Derryberry and Buehler hope to
shed light on how the tree swallow is living
with, and perhaps thriving in response to,
climate change at the southern edge of
its range.
The multi-year study kicked off earlier
this year, and by summer’s end the team
had baseline data about the tree swallow’s
breeding habits. That information will
provide a framework for next year’s experiments. Derryberry expects the overall
research findings will contribute to the
scientific community’s ability to predict
how other species may move and adapt in
response to climate change.

In the months ahead, Derryberry will
recruit a team of undergraduate students to
participate in hands-on research monitoring the nest boxes and running behavioral
assays. “I fell in love with science as an
undergraduate working with birds in the
field, and I think this type of hands-on
experience is one of the most important
a student can have while at UT,” she says.
If a student is inspired to follow in her
footsteps? Derryberry says that will make it
all the better.
Learn more about Derryberry’s work at
derryberrylab.wordpress.com.
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Actions We Can Take for
Greater Environmental
Sustainability
by Andrea Ludwig

I

n a changing climate, challenges in gardening and landscaping
become two-fold: how to adapt to the resulting new conditions
and nurture plants and landscaping to be resilient to extreme
weather, and how to lighten our individual footprint on the climate
and ecosystem so that we can collectively provide protection and
preservation. The UT Extension-certified Tennessee Smart Yards
program guides Tennesseans on how they can address both. Here
are some takeaways from the program:
• Compost yard waste. It diverts landfill wastes and reduces the
emissions created transporting them. Composting also creates a
nourishing soil amendment with time.
• Reduce or eliminate gas-powered maintenance activity and
the use of chemicals. Doing so lowers emissions and disturbances to the ecosystem.
• Remove invasive exotic plants and maximize native plants
in the landscape. This strategy reduces the risk of invaders in
unintended areas and instead, preferences plants that support
the local ecosystem.
• Maximize diversity with plant selections. It lowers the risk of
loss due to disease or insects while boosting biodiversity.
• Collect rainwater runoff in rain barrels and rain gardens.
Collection conserves water resources and protects against local
flooding and pollution.
For information on how to transform your landscape into a certified
Tennessee Smart Yard, visit tnyards.utk.edu.

Tips from 4-H for Greener Living
Tennessee 4-H’ers learn about the environment through science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics in a program called
Backyard STEM. A suite of its activities focus on the theme of
climate change and seek to inspire wise individual choices in the
face of climate-related challenges:

A Certified
Tennessee Smart Yard

• 4-H’ers learn that most transportation-related carbon emissions
come from light-duty vehicles.
Tip: Carpool and combine trips to work and school to
reduce traffic on roadways and carbon emissions from
passenger vehicles.

• 4-H’ers learn that global temperatures are rising, and local
climates are facing a variety of weather-related challenges.
Tip: Build rain gardens to absorb rainwater runoff so there
is less to manage downstream and inspect drainageways on
your property to ensure they are clear of debris.

• 4-H’ers learn that the number of days in a typical year
with optimal climate conditions for mosquitos to thrive, or
“mosquito days,” is increasing.
Tip: Clear gutters, planters, buckets, or other containers
of standing water, and punch drain holes as needed.

• 4-H’ers learn that different regions of Tennessee are
experiencing the changing climate in different ways.

TENNESSEE SMART YARDS
tnyards.utk.edu

TOP: 4-H'ers at W.P. Ridley 4-H Camp in
Columbia, Tennessee, take part in fun activities
such as this one that help them better understand
their local rivers and streams.
LEFT: Incorporating native plants that support
pollinator life cycles is just one of the many
ways a Tennessee Smart Yard provides for local
wildlife. Here, this clustered mountain mint
(Pycnanthemum muticum) is visited by a Tiger
Swallowtail, one of the many pollinators attracted
by mountain mints.
ABOVE: Residents who complete the steps in
the Tennessee Smart Yards program are given a
sign to display in their newly landscaped yards,
pictured above.

Tip: Add a rain gauge and outdoor thermometer at your
property to help make wise decisions on everything from
when to irrigate to what plant varieties to choose.
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WHY I TEACH

CHERYL
KOJIMA
Associate professor and undergraduate coordinator in the
Department of Animal Science. Recipient of the 2020 Herbert
College of Agriculture Outstanding Faculty Advising Award.

My grandfather was a high school math teacher, and his son (my
father) moonlighted by teaching night courses in electronics at a
local community college. So teaching is in my blood. My father and
grandfather’s ideals, together with those of key teachers throughout
my life, have somehow continued to resonate with my own goals. I
didn’t think anything of it while I was growing up, but in retrospect
it appears that I had been gravitating toward my job for many years
before actually achieving it!
I have been extremely fortunate for the opportunity to study under
truly great teachers. My sixth-grade science teacher let me borrow
a microscope every weekend to bring home with me. My high
school biology teacher taught me how to preserve the skeleton of a
mummified mouse and helped me dissect the heart of a deer that had
been hit by my friend’s car. Three professors at my undergraduate
institution were profoundly impactful on my developing interests.
They were willing to go far above and beyond, to teach me outside
of the classroom: in a research lab, on the job at a farm, or even
just during a coffee break. In graduate school I was lucky enough to
serve as a lab instructor under a professor who had won numerous
awards in teaching. My major professor had me learning all sorts
of techniques and procedures just for the fun of it. His method for
mastering a new concept was “see it, do it, then teach it.” All of my
role models cared about my learning experience, and I remembered
their influence often while I was developing my career.
After my postdoc, I landed a cushy industry job. I thought that
was what I wanted, but in truth I hated it. I missed the university
environment, the caring relationships that this environment fosters,
and most of all, the opportunity to teach. Sixteen years ago I applied
for the position I have now and never looked back!
Advising is similar to teaching in many ways, but I enjoy the
strengthening of relationship that occurs when my students are
also my advisees. I know them, their goals, and their challenges,
and nothing hits me harder than seeing them walk across that stage
during commencement. I know how hard they worked to get there
and being a part of that is so meaningful to me.
I juggle a lot of duties in my job, and sometimes I might feel a little
stressed, but I’m doing something that I feel honors those people
who shaped me into who I am today, and I hope I am giving forward
to my students, as well.
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Medical Study
Amid Social
Distancing—
The UT College
of Veterinary
Medicine Shows
How It’s Done
by Sandra Harbison

I

n mid-March as the COVID-19 pandemic
gained momentum in Tennessee, the
University of Tennessee College of
Veterinary Medicine joined the University
as a whole in taking rapid steps to protect
its students, employees, and clients while
adjusting operations to ensure essential
services continued.
The College limited its caseload to focus
on patients in need of urgent or emergency
care. Patients were picked up curbside, the
number of on-site personnel was limited,
and classes were moved online.
Students in the class of 2020 were in the
final six weeks of required clinical rotations
when the global pandemic altered their
lives. Faculty and staff found themselves
challenged to innovate to meet the clinical
needs of the senior students. The students
in turn proved their resilience as they
adapted to changes necessary to protect
the health of all.
Stephanie Steuri, now completing a small
animal rotating internship at Mississippi
State University College of Veterinary
Medicine, was among the senior students
who had spent three years in the classroom
waiting for an opportunity for hands-on
learning. “All our professors were doing
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their best to provide content and keep
learning moving forward. That is quite a
challenge especially once students have
had a taste of being on the clinic floor
immersed in the medical environment,”
Steuri says. While the schedule of each
clinical service was different, Steuri says
she typically had morning and evening
medical rounds that covered particular
topics and a discussion of the current
patients being treated at the hospital.
This fall, the traditional Tennessee
Welcome for incoming students and their
families was held virtually, as was orientation and team-building activities. All
didactic work for first-, second-, and thirdyear students remains online, and handson laboratories are halved or quartered
depending on space requirements. The College provided every clinical (fourth-year)
student with three sets of scrubs, three lab
coats, and two coveralls. To help maintain
biosecurity, the Veterinary Medical Center
has a “clean-in/clean-out” policy. Students
sign out clean clinical attire each morning
and return it before leaving each day. All

students have been provided face masks to
use at all times in the building as well as
face shields to use in close quarters.
The clinical year for the Class of 2021,
which should have gotten underway in
April, was delayed by two weeks and
remains a hybrid of in-person and online
learning to meet physical distancing
guidelines and accreditation requirements
from the American Veterinary Medical
Association’s Council on Education (COE).
Some medical services such as physical
rehabilitation or field services that have
only a few students on their rotation at a
time are able to function almost as before.
Larger services including anesthesia, surgery, and internal medicine operate with
half of the students on-site, usually paired
with an at-home student. “Generally, the
student at home helps take the patient’s
history and does much of the case research
and paperwork,” explains Claudia Kirk,
whose service as the College’s associate
dean for academics continued into the first
six months of the pandemic. Kirk now leads

a College initiative focused on feline
health care.

along with clinical associate professors
Jacqueline Whittemore and Zenithson Ng.

to experience uncomfortable moments in a
safe environment.

Depending on the service, the students
switch weekly or biweekly, and between 30
and 40 percent of the fourth-year students
are out of the hospital at any given time.

In the clinic, clients choose from a list of
diseases associated with a clinical condition and then create “real-life” patients
using information gleaned from the
literature and insights from prior veterinary experience. Clinicians are responsible
for collecting thorough histories and
examinations, developing problem and
differential lists, and presenting cases to
the medical team in the virtual treatment
room. Clinicians also select and interpret
diagnostic testing, and perform verbal and
written communication, and recordkeeping. Meanwhile students who are not
acting in these roles watch the cases unfold
and also integrate updates as “shadow”
clinicians. Student peer-reviewers provide
constructive feedback on communication,
history-taking, and case presentation using
a problem-oriented medical approach.

From her perspective as then-head of
academics, Kirk says it’s mindboggling the
way the faculty, residents, interns, staff,
and students throughout the College have
pulled together to keep education moving
forward and continue providing quality
medical care. “At first, it seemed as
though we were building the plane while
flying it,” Kirk says. “But our students
have a tremendous ability to adapt.
The volunteer spirit is alive and well and
exemplified in the way they are managing
this unexpected circumstance.”

The internal medicine and community
practice services created a Pandemic
Virtual Clinic for clinical students.
Innovative, engaging, and dynamic all
have been used to describe their online
experience. The clinic took second place
in a national COVID educational creations
competition sponsored by VetMedAcademy
and Merck Veterinary Manual. The virtual
clinic includes fictional appointments that
take place in a Zoom “exam room.” The
cases focus on internal medicine diseases
and wellness issues encountered in general
practice.
“Each student acts as client and clinician
over the course of the rotation,” explains
Shelly Olin, small animal clinical assistant
professor. Olin created the virtual clinic

Students have told how the virtual clinic
builds their confidence. Several also have
praised how the clinic allows the “doctor”
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RESEARCH IN
FULL BLOOM.
The State Botanical Garden of Tennessee is one of our state’s
most beautiful outdoor learning laboratories. From research trials
to gardening classes to plant sales, the UT Gardens in Knoxville,
Jackson, and Crossville have something for everyone.
To support the UT Gardens, visit
together.tennessee.edu/utgardens.

GREAT GRADS
Solar energy advocates Matt Brown and David Harper invest their vision in Nashville start-up
Silicon Ranch. Infectious diseases expert Jeffrey Clark takes on threats to human and animal health.
by Lauren Henry and Sandra Harbison
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GREAT GRADS

For Matt Brown, his desire to be a good
steward of his environment dates back to
childhood.
“I was taught to turn off the light switch
and eliminate waste wherever possible,”
Brown says. “It was just something my dad
instilled in me to not be wasteful.”
Today, the two-time agricultural economics graduate (BS ’06, MS ’08) is vice
president of business development at
Silicon Ranch, one of the nation’s most
innovative solar power producers.
The Nashville-based solar start-up actually claims two agricultural and resource
economics graduates among its core team
members.
David Harper (MS agricultural economics
’11) first met his future colleague when
Brown returned to campus to guest lecture
about renewable energy. At the time,
Brown was working to expand solar energy
across the state and the broader Southeast
for the Tennessee Valley Authority.
After graduating from UT, Harper began
his career in the renewable energy sector
with the Department of the Interior in
Washington, DC, working to facilitate
offshore governmental land-leases for
renewable energy companies. It was several
years later when, while applying for a job at
Silicon Ranch, Harper recognized Brown’s
photo on the company’s website. Harper
began work for Silicon Ranch in 2015. He
currently holds the title of finance director.
Both Harper and Brown agree that the
practical, real-world based education they
received in the Department of Agricultural
and Resource Economics was instrumental
to their current work in the energy sector.

GREAT GRADS

“I like the fundamental skillset the degree
brought with it,” says Harper. “The real-world applications they provide coupled
with the professors in the department—I
jumped on the opportunity to go to UT for
my master’s.”
“I can’t think of a program that better positions someone for a career in the energy
sector,” says Brown. “UT has incredible
marketability and the professors give you
every opportunity to succeed.”
Silicon Ranch was created as a start-up in
2014 by former governor Phil Bredesen,
his administration’s Commissioner of
Economic and Community Development
Matt Kisber and Commissioner of Revenue
Reagan Farr. Brown was employee number
five and Harper was among the first dozen
hired. Today, with more than seventy employees, Silicon Ranch has more than 135
solar farms in fourteen states and boasts
Shell New Energies as a global investor and
strategic partner.
“Energy is never going away,” says Brown.
“It is probably the biggest challenge of
our generation. How do you mix policy
and economics and do it smartly so that
everyone saves money, and everyone
benefits from a cleaner environment?”
That is the puzzle that Harper and Brown
hope to solve. Recently, the company trademarked an innovative program that they
call regenerative energy. Silicon Ranch
seeks to further reduce its carbon footprint
by not just displacing coal or natural gas
but by also restoring the land it uses for
solar energy farms through sustainable
agricultural practices.
If you visit a Silicon Ranch solar farm,
you may see a flock of sheep or free-range

“Energy is never going away. It is probably
the biggest challenge of our generation.
How do you mix policy and economics and
do it smartly so that everyone saves money,
and everyone benefits from a
cleaner environment?”

ABOVE: Jeffrey Clark
ABOVE LEFT: David Harper
BELOW LEFT: Matt Brown

chickens, and you will definitely see a variety of native plants, including those known
to entice and support natural pollinators.
This innovative practice restores biodiversity and soil health and snagged the
company the title of Solar Power World’s
2020 Most Forward-Thinking Contractor.
Both Harper and Brown see solar energy
playing a substantial role in the fight
against climate change. In their perspective, solar offers that perfect balance of
economy and scale. Where solar panels
can be scaled down to an individual home
rooftop or up to a large solar farm, wind
turbines don’t have the same flexibility.
Brown’s projection for the next ten to
fifteen years is that solar energy will represent about 25 percent of energy usage in
the Southeast because of its clean energy
and cost-effectiveness.
Currently, solar energy is at 1 percent.
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INTRO PAGE: This solar project at a
Navy base in Millington, Tennessee, is
a good example of how Silicon Ranch
is implementing regenerative energy
practices. Here sheep graze on native
grasses to restore biodiversity and soil
health while solar panels create green
energy.

Heartgard 30 protects dogs and cats
against heartworm disease by preventing
the development of filarial larval forms
while Frontline products treat fleas and
ticks. Banamine alleviates inflammation
and pain in horses, while Zactran is an
antibiotic used in cattle for respiratory
disease. Each of these significant pharmaceutical advancements has one thing in
common: Jeffrey Clark.
An expert in infectious diseases, Clark
earned his PhD in biochemistry from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

1975, then joined Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for postdoctoral training
where he focused on the effects of various
compounds on cancer. He always had an
interest in medicine, and a veterinary
pathologist on his ORNL team suggested
the veterinary college “down the road in
Knoxville.” Clark took the suggestion and,
in 1979, began studies that culminated in
earning his DVM in 1982.

human-neglected diseases, which no one
thinks about because they currently are
not present in the US. Yet schistosomiasis,
filarialiasis, hookworms, and leishmaniasis
collectively affect over half of the world’s
population and are among the diseases he
targets. His continued efforts encompass
his expertise in antiparasitics, antibacterials, antifungals and anti-inflammatory
compounds, as well as patent litigation.

He says going to the UT College of Veterinary Medicine (UTCVM) was a career move
that made a lot of sense. “I’ve used both
doctorates extensively in my forty-year
career,” explains Clark, who holds several
patents in infectious disease compounds.
At Merck Animal Health he was the project
leader overseeing the development of many
pharmaceuticals that have advanced both
veterinary and human medicine.

Clark says his studies at UTCVM prepared
him very well for the path he has chosen. “I
have traveled all over the world and spoken
at many veterinary colleges. I always
tell them ‘their college is a really good
veterinary school. I believe it’s the number
two veterinary school in the world—right
after the UTCVM.’”

Seeking knowledge and working to control
infectious diseases remain his driving
force. As president of JNC Consulting
Services LLC in Pittsboro, North Carolina, much of Clark’s work focuses on
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“When people see the mural, I want them to think that
we are a proud UT family,” says Beth Douthat, Herbert
College of Agriculture alumna and owner of Douthat
Farms in Mohawk, Tennessee.
Douthat (BS agricultural engineering, ’92) was working
for the US Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources
Conservation Service when she met Mark Douthat (BS
animal science, ’89). “My late husband wanted to build
a 1,500-head dairy, and I was going to be the engineer
to design the waste system,” she said. “So, UT gave us a
foundation, gave us a connection and a network.”

The 306-acre Douthat family-owned
and -operated farm in Greene County
is home to the fifth mural in the
“Everywhere You Look, UT” campaign.
Situated approximately 25 feet from
state Route 348, the 14-foot-high by
90-foot-wide mural is visible to an
estimated 219,000 travelers a year.

The farm has been in the family for more than sixty
years, and the Douthats have four children, Luke, Sarah,
Rebecca, and Jonathon. Sarah, a senior at UT Martin,
says, “We live in such a small community. A lot of people
think they can’t go to a four-year university or they can’t
really make that much of themselves. But looking at that
mural, I want them to know that UT is an opportunity
for everyone.”
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